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Abstract

When solving clinical decision-making problems with modern graphical decision-theoretic models such as influence diagrams,
we obtain decision tables with optimal decision alternatives describing the best course of action for a given patient or group of
patients. For real-life clinical problems, these tables are often extremely large. This is an obstacle to understand their content.
KBM2L lists are structures that minimize memory storage requirements for these tables, and, at the same time, improve their
knowledge organization. The resulting improved knowledge organization can be interpreted as explanations of the decision-table
content. In this paper, we explore the use of KBM2L lists in analyzing and explaining optimal treatment selection in patients with
non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the stomach using an expert-designed influence diagram as an experimental vehicle. The selection of
the appropriate treatment for non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the stomach is, as for many other types of cancer, difficult, mainly
because of the uncertainties involved in the decision-making process. In this paper we look at an expert-designed clinical influence
diagram as a representation of a body of clinical knowledge. This diagram can be analyzed and explained using KBM2L lists. It is
shown that the resulting lists provide high-level explanations of optimal treatments for the disease. These explanations are useful
for finding relationships between groups of variables and treatments. It is demonstrated that these lists can act as a basis for gaining
a deeper understanding of the underlying clinical problem.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An influence diagram is a modern decision-theoretic
formalism. Nowadays it is frequently adopted as a basis
for constructing decision-support systems (DSS) and
used to structure and solve decision-making problems
[18]. It consists of an acyclic directed graph with
associated probabilities and utilities modeling the
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uncertainties and preferences tied in with the problem
concerned. The result of solving (or evaluating as is the
technical term) an influence diagram are decision tables
containing the optimal decision alternatives. Thus, for
every decision, there is an associated decision table with
the best alternative, i.e. the alternative with the
maximum expected utility for every combination of
relevant variables that are observable before the decision
is made. The evaluation algorithm determines which of
the observable variables are relevant.

For some medical problems, usually problems that
involve difficult trade-offs between the benefits and
risks of a treatment, doctors may use decision tables to
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determine the best patient treatment recommendations.
However, medical doctors may find it difficult to accept
such recommendations if they do not understand the
reasons behind them [9,12]. The questions a medical
doctor is likely to ask are: “Why is the proposed
decision optimal?” and “What are the implicit rules
underlying the modeled decision problem?” Answering
these questions can be seen as providing explanations to
medical decisions. These answers may provide new
insights into the problem, and, as a form of knowledge
synthesis, may also be useful for validating a system.

Considering that the table sizes are exponential in
terms of the number of variables, the search for
explanations is not an easy task from a purely
computational viewpoint either. Turning the huge tables
into more compact formats will lead to memory savings.
Although finding explanations and optimizing the
storage space of the decision tables are obviously not
the same problem, both challenges can be addressed
simultaneously as the sought-after compactness implies
searching for those explanations.

In [7], we introduced KBM2L lists to address this
problem. Finding explanations is a goal pursued within
a number of disciplines, such as knowledge-based
systems and machine learning. Thus, our approach
bears some resemblance to knowledge extraction
techniques, such as are used to construct tree-based
classifiers [3], oblivious read-once decision graphs [11],
rough sets [17], and to identify which nodes are relevant
for each decision node in an influence diagram [13,20].
As explained in detail in [7], the KBM2Lmethod tries to
reorganize a knowledge structure by a global search for
Fig. 1. Influence diagram for the
good, representative candidates. At the start of the
algorithm there are already correctly classified cases
represented in table form. These cases can be interpreted
as representing types of patients, and we try to extract
the reasons underlying this classification. Unlike the
typical situation in machine learning, these cases are
unique as they correspond to configurations of variables
in the original influence diagram. Note that our method
is applied after the influence diagram has been solved,
whereas most of the work on the influence diagram
framework concerns operations on the graph structure
before evaluating the influence diagram [13].

To investigate the practical usefulness of this method
within a medical setting, an influence diagram regarding
the treatment of non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the stomach
was chosen as an experimental vehicle [14]. This is a
realistic clinical model, reflecting the current scientific
evidence from the medical literature about this disorder.
It can be used to determine the optimal treatment for
individual patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma of the
stomach. A treatment involves deciding whether or not
to prescribe antibiotics, whether to undertake curative or
palliative surgery or no surgery at all, and, finally, which
combination of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, if any. The
probabilistic part of the model, a Bayesian network, can
be used independently to predict prognosis and to
generate patient-specific risk profiles. The model
exceeds common prognostic models based on logistic
regression, as it is part of a DSS that can answer many
different clinical questions [15]. In this paper, we
analyze this influence diagram with the aim of extract-
ing patterns. These patterns are then used to explain the
treatment of gastric NHL.

http://doi:org/10.1016/j.dss.2005.12.003


Table 1
The gastric NHL variables with their possible values

Variable Possible values

Helicobacter-
treatment (HT)

No, Yes

Surgery (S) None, Curative, Palliative
ct–rt-schedule (CTRTS) None, Radio, Chemo, Ch.Next.Rad
General health status

(GHS)
Poor, Average, Good

Clinical stage (CS) I, II1, II2, III, IV
bulky-disease (BD) Yes, No
Histological-

classification (HC)
Low-grade, High-grade

Helicobacter pylori
(HP)

Absent, Present

Clinical-
presentation (CP)

None, Hemorrhage, Perforation, Obstruction

Age v10.19, v20.29, v30.39, v40.44, v45.49,
v50.54 v55.59, v60.64, v65.69, v70.79,
v80.89, GE90

Eradication No, Yes
Bm-depression

(Bone marrow)
No, Yes

Perforation No, Yes
Hemorrhage No, Yes
Therapy-adjustment No, Yes
Post-ct–rt-survival No, Yes
Post-surgical-

survival
No, Yes

Immediate-survival No, Yes
Early-result CR (complete remission), PR

(partial remission), NC (no change),
PD (progressive disease)

5-year-result ALIVE, DEATH
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optimal treatment alternatives that can be generated by
evaluating the diagram.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the clinical problem of treating gastric non-
Hodgkin lymphoma and in Section 3 we discuss the
technique of KBM2L lists and its role in the analysis
of the gastric non-Hodgkin lymphoma treatment mod-
el. Next, Section 4 describes the results of applying
KBM2L lists to the gastric non-Hodgkin lymphoma
model. Finally, the paper is rounded off in Section 5
with some conclusions.

2. Treatment selection for patients with gastric
non-Hodgkin lymphoma

Primary gastric non-Hodgkin lymphoma, gastric
NHL for short, is a relatively rare disorder, accounting
for about 5% of gastric tumors. This disorder is caused
by a chronic infection by the Helicobacter pylori
bacterium, H. pylori for short [4]. Treatment consists
of a combination of antibiotics, chemotherapy, radio-
therapy and surgery. The details are discussed below. In
particular for patients with a poor general health status
and with advanced disease, it is difficult to select an
appropriate treatment. Many clinicians, therefore, be-
lieve that some form of decision support is needed to
assist clinicians with the treatment of these patients.
Models that have been used for this purpose in the past
are normally only capable of predicting the prognosis of
the disease, but cannot be used to select treatment.

To overcome these limitations, the last author with the
help of two oncologists constructed a number of influence
diagrams [14]. These models are onlymeant to be used for
patients with histologically confirmed gastric NHL. We
have taken the most complex version with 3 decision
nodes for this study. This influence diagram is shown in
Fig. 1, and is briefly discussed in the following. The first of
the decision nodes, helicobacter-treatment (HT), corre-
sponds to the decision to prescribe antibiotics against H.
pylori. The second decision concerns carrying out surgery
(S). The possibilities are either curative surgery, involving
the complete removal of the stomach and locoregional
tumor mass, palliative surgery, i.e. partial removal of the
stomach and tumor, or no surgery. The last decision, ct–rt-
schedule (CTRTS), is concerned with the selection of
chemotherapy (Chemo), radiotherapy (Radio), chemo-
therapy followed by radiotherapy (Ch.Next.Rad), or none.

The influence-diagram model consists of 17 chance
nodes (ellipses), one value node (diamond), three
decision nodes (rectangles), 42 arcs, 8282 probability
entries where the largest table has 3840 entries, and an
initial table for the value node of size 144. Nodes to the
left of the decision nodes (see Fig. 1) concern pre-
treatment information. Nodes to the right of the decision
nodes are posttreatment nodes. Some of the variables
with their associated domain are listed in Table 1.

The diagram structure was determined from the
known causal relationships and the probabilistic (in)
dependencies found in the literature. Probabilities were
elicited with the aid of logical and qualitative probabi-
listic relationships. The numerical assessments were
checked against these relationships. For the two largest
conditional probability tables associated with early-
result and 5-year-result, a special additive model was
used to ease the assessment.

A Bayesian network was obtained from the influence
diagram by converting the decision nodes into chance
nodes [2]. Thus, the accuracy of the assessments could
be tested by comparing prior and posterior marginal
probability distributions of this network with frequency
data taken from the literature and clinical experience.
Also, a database with 137 patients was employed to
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assess the model's accuracy. Finally, a new joint prob-
ability distribution was learned from the database, and
its prior marginal probabilities were compared with
those of the original network.

Two methods were used to elicit utilities from the
patient's perspective: direct scaling and the reference
gamble. In the first method, the possible clinical
outcomes are assessed directly using a linear numerical
scale. The second method is based on gambles or
choices between lotteries making the assessment
indirect. Standard reference texts describe these meth-
ods [5]. Several utility functions were obtained and
refined by examining the performance of the system
with respect to the optimal treatments proposed for some
typical patients. This yielded a clinically reliable utility
function.

A preliminary evaluation of the gastric NHL model's
accuracy has already been done by means of a double
blind clinical study. This research, where we use
KBM2L lists to get a better understanding of the
treatment basis of the gastric NHL model, adds to this
earlier study. The encouraging results we obtained for
another medical problem inspired us to investigate the
gastric NHL diagram [6].

3. Explanation of decision options by KBM2L lists

Next we look at how KBM2L lists work. KBM2L
lists are investigated in this paper with regard to their
explanatory power.

3.1. Basics

A decision-table output by evaluating an influence
diagram comprises two parts: (1) a set of all variable
configurations, which can be indexed assuming a
natural or conventional order, in the values of their
discrete domains; (2) the table content, i.e. the optimal
alternative. As variables in the clinical field are usually
patient attributes, the term attributes will be used in the
following instead of ‘variables’.

The attributes can be arranged in different orders,
maintaining however the same information. A base is
defined as a vector with elements equal to the attributes
in a specific order. Given a base, an index is a vector
whose elements are the base attribute values, interpreted
as the coordinates with respect to that base. If we have a
fixed order of attributes with discrete domains, we can
view a decision table as a multidimensional matrix.

We can map this multidimensional matrix to a linear
array or list in a similar way to sequential memory
allocation in computers [10]. Given a cell of the table
with index c=(c0, c1,…,cn), we define the access
function f: Rnþ1YR, such that

f ðc0; c1; N ; cnÞ ¼ c0 j
n

i¼1
Di þ ci j

n

i¼2
Di þ N þ cn ¼ q

ð1Þ
where q is the c-offset with respect to the first element of
the table in a given base, and Di denotes the cardinality
of the ith attribute domain for i=0, 1,…, n. The access
function f can also be written more compactly as

f ðc0; c1; N ; cnÞ ¼
Xn

i¼0

ciwi ð2Þ

where wi ¼ j
j¼iþ1

n

Dj ¼ wiþ1Diþ1 is called the weight of
the ith attribute, i=0, 1,…, n.

Thus, index-notation and offset-notation are equiv-
alent, and are related to each other by the function f
defined by Eqs. (1) or (2).

To shorten the list output by the decision table, we look
at the cell content, i.e. the optimal alternatives. It is not
unusual to find that some consecutive cells lead to the
same optimal alternative. The number of such consecutive
cells represents the knowledge granularity of optimal
decisions. Then, a new compact list can be constructed,
much in the same way as sparse matrices are managed.
This list will only store one index (or equivalently its
offset) per set of equal alternatives.Wewill choose the last
index (offset) as the representative of this set. This last
index together with the shared optimal alternative,
representing a set of cases, is called an item. The resulting
list of items is called a KBM2L list, which stands for a
“Knowledge Base Matrix to List” representation [7].

An item is denoted by 〈index, alternative| or,
equivalently, 〈hoffset, alternative|, where ‘〈’ reflects
that the item offsets increase monotonously, and ‘|’
reflects granularity. For example, the length of the
fragment of the list in offset notation (p−1, y)〈(p, x)〈…
〈( p+q, x)〈(p+q+1, z), with x, y, z three different
optimal alternatives, is q+3. This fragment can be
collapsed to 〈p−1, y|〈p+q, x|〈p+q+1, z| as a KBM2L
list with length 3.

Consider a set of indices representing an item. Since
the indices are ordered, this set will range from an index
Iinf to Isup, corresponding to the extreme cases (infimum
and supremum) of the item. In this set of indices we can
consider a fixed part, representing the index components
common to all the item cases, and a variable part, where
the values of the attributes corresponding to the indices
are not shared. Both parts can be derived from the indices
Iinf and Isup, e.g., the fixed part is obtained by taking the
logical AND: Iinf∨ Isup.
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These concepts open up ways to automatically
generate explanations for decisions. The fact that the
values of the attributes in the fixed part of items are
equal somehow explains why the optimal alternative is
also the same across items. Hence, the set of attributes
of the fixed part can be interpreted as explaining the
reasons behind the optimal alternative. The attributes
in the variable part of an item are irrelevant for
decision-making.

Example 1. This simple example illustrates the basics.
Suppose that the decision table after evaluating an
influence diagram is as follows:
X1
 X2
 Offset
 Policy
0
 0
 0
 B

0
 1
 1
 A

1
 0
 2
 B

1
 1
 3
 A
That is, we have two binary attributes X1 and X2, and
{A, B} is the set of alternatives. There exist two possible
bases: [1,2] and [2,1]. The first row of the table has the
(0, 0) index for both bases. The second row of the table
has the (0, 1) index for base [1,2] and the (1, 0) index for
base [2,1], and so on.

Given the [1,2] base, the access function becomes f
(c1,c2)=c1 ·2+c2=q. This formula has been used to
compute the offset column in the table. This table is then
mapped to list 〈((0, 0), B) 〈((0, 1), A) 〈((1, 0), B) 〈((1,
1), A), expressed in index-notation. Its offset-notation is
〈(0, B) 〈(1, A) 〈(2, B) 〈(3, A). The derived KBM2L list
has 4 items: 〈0, B|〈1, A|〈2, B|〈3, A| (in offset-notation).

However, given the [2,1] base, with access function f
(c2,c1)=c2 ·2+c1, the linear array is 〈((0, 0), B) 〈((0, 1),
B) 〈((1, 0), A) 〈((1, 1), A) in index-notation, or 〈(0, B)
〈(1, B) 〈(2, A) 〈(3, A) in offset-notation. It results in a
KBM2L list with only 2 items: 〈1, B|〈3, A| (in offset-
notation). The fixed part of (c2, c1) for the first item 〈1,
A| is c2 since Iinf = (c2=0, c1=0) and Isup= (c2=0,
c1=1). c1 is the variable part. The item contains 2
cases and c2=0 explains the policy B.

3.2. Implementation

We have implemented the process of building a
KBM2L list from a decision table as outlined above. The
process starts with an empty list, i.e. with an item
representing the complete absence of knowledge. Given
a base, each case is sequentially added to the list, which
is implemented employing up to 26 rules for item
management. Each rule examines what the KBM2L list
of items is like before and after applying the rule.
Different bases may contain the same table knowl-
edge. However, the granularity, data organization, and,
possibly, the memory requirements to store the final list
of items may vary from one base to another. Our aim is
to get a base that minimizes the number of items,
bringing up the granular knowledge. Searching for
solutions in the space of possible attribute permutations
with a fixed domain order is a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem, which is known to be NP-hard [8]. During
the search, it may be very time-consuming, or even
intractable to compute the new storage space that each
base requires and copy the information from one
KBM2L to another in a different base. In [7], we discuss
efficient heuristics to deal with such problems. To drive
the search for a good base, a genetic and a variable
neighborhood algorithm have been implemented and
tested. In addition, there are a number of learning
heuristics for reorganizing and rapidly, possibly partial-
ly, copying complex lists. Furthermore, the search space
may be reduced by discarding candidates for better
bases. This is done by means of a procedure that infers
whether a given list is inferior to the present one.

Sometimes the decision table is too large to be fully
evaluated. In this case, a set of subproblems is solved
instead. Each subproblem is the result of instantiating
some random variables. This subproblem set may not be
exhaustive. This implies that there will be unknown
optimal alternatives for some attribute combinations, i.e.
for combinations associated with unsolved subpro-
blems. This is not a problem for the KBM2L con-
struction process which also operates with unknown
policies. First, it evaluates, sequentially or in parallel, all
the subproblems. Then, the resulting partial decision
tables are sequentially added to the KBM2L list by
means of a learning mechanism that optimizes the list
before processing the next partial table. Each stage in the
addition process improves the item organization and
facilitates future additions [7].

Example 2. The ideas summarized in this subsection
are illustrated by means of a simple decision problem
stored in two tables. The first table is an extension of the
table given in Example 1. There are three different
attributes X0, X1 and X2. It is assumed that the base is
equal to [0, 1, 2], and that all the domains are binary,
with possible values 0 and 1. The set of alternatives is
equal to {A, B, C}. Table 2 represents the evaluation
output for the instance with X0=0. Table 3 lists the
results for X0=1.

The initial empty list is equal to 〈7, −1|, where −1
means no knowledge, and 7 is the result of having to
consider 8 cases, where counting starts at 0. Firstly,



Table 4
Decision table after re-ordering

X0 X2 X1 Offset Offset Policy

[0,1,2] [0,2,1]

0 0 0 0 0 B
0 0 1 2 1 B
0 1 0 1 2 A
0 1 1 3 3 A
1 0 0 4 4 A
1 0 1 6 5 C
1 1 0 5 6 C
1 1 1 7 7 C

Table 2
Partial decision table (X0=0)

X0 X1 X2 Offset Policy

0 0 0 0 B
0 1 0 2 B
0 1 1 3 A
0 0 1 1 A
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Table 2 is translated to the KBM2L. We consider each
case in the table and add them one by one into the
KBM2L.

The sequence of steps is as follows:

(1) Case ((0, 0, 0), B) at offset 0 yields 〈0, B|〈7, −1|;
(2) Case ((0, 1, 0), B) at offset 2 yields 〈0, B|〈1, −1|〈2,

B|〈7, −1| (where 〈1, −1| acts as an empty placeholder);
(3) Case ((0, 1, 1), A) at offset 3 yields 〈0, B|〈1, −1|

〈2, B|〈3, A|〈7, −1|;
(4) Case ((0, 0, 1), A) at offset 1 yields 〈0, B|〈1, A|〈2,

B|〈3, A|〈7, −1|.

This list is fragmented, as it consists of 5 items. Thus,
there is room for optimization. We call 〈0, B|〈1, A|〈2, B|
〈3, A|〈7, −1| the initial list. Because this is a small
example, we can simply test all the possible solutions,
i.e. 3!=6 solutions. The best base is [0, 2, 1], with an
associated list of 3 items: 〈1, B|〈3, A|〈7, −1|[0,2,1]. For
the sake of clarity, the base is shown as a subscript of the
item list.

Subsequently, the other partial results (cf. Table 3)
are added to the optimized list of three items in the
following order:

(5) Case ((1, 0, 1), C) at offsets 5[0,1,2] and 6[0,2,1],
yielding 〈1, B|〈3, A|〈5, −1|〈6, C|〈7, −1〈|[0,2,1];

(6) Case ((1, 1, 0), C) at offsets 6[0,1,2] and 5[0,2,1],
yielding 〈1, B|〈3, A|〈4, −1|〈6, C|〈7, −1|[0,2,1];

(7) Case ((1, 0, 0), A) at offsets 4[0,1,2] and 4[0,2,1],
yielding 〈1, B|〈4, A|〈6, C|〈7, −1|[0,2,1];

(8) Case ((1, 1, 1), C) at offsets 7[0,2,1] and 7[0,2,1],
yielding 〈1, B|〈4, A|〈7, C|[0,2,1].

The list 〈1, B|〈4, A|〈7, C|[0,2,1] is now the final list
and is subsequently optimized. Since there are three
Table 3
Partial decision table (X0=1)

X0 X1 X2 Offset Policy

1 0 1 5 C
1 1 0 6 C
1 0 0 4 A
1 1 1 7 C
alternatives, and we have three items, the final list, 〈1, B|
〈4, A|〈7, C|[0,2,1], is the best one. Table 4 shows the
associated decision table.

The so-called KBM2L spectrum chart is a useful aid
for displaying the KBM2L optimization process. Such
spectra depict the unidimensional memory layout and the
base-dependent case grouping into items. The cases are
ordered by the offset (X-axis), where cases with the same
optimal alternative are shaded by the same color (or gray
scale). The emerging role of data visualization has been
identified as a separate and important data mining task
[19]. Our spectrum falls into the class of pixel-oriented
techniques. Fig. 2 shows this visualization tool for the
initial item list 〈0, B|〈1, A|〈2, B|〈3, A|〈7, −1|[0,2,1] (left-
hand side of the figure) and the final item list 〈1, B|〈4, A|
〈7, C|[0,2,1] (right-hand side of the figure).

Finally, as an illustration of the two parts of an item,
let us examine the last KBM2L list, consisting of 3 items.
For item 〈1,B|, it holds that Iinf = (c0=0, c2=0, c1=0)
and Isup= (c0=0, c2=0, c1=1). The item contains 2
cases. Consequently, (c0, c2) is the fixed part of the
index, whereas c1 is the variable part. The tuple (c0=0,
c2=0) to some extent explains the reasons underlying the
policy B. For item 〈4,A|, we have that Iinf= (c0=0, c2=1,
c1=0) and Isup= (c0=1, c2=0, c1=0). The item includes
3 cases. The fixed part is empty; the variable part is equal
to the entire index. For item 〈7,C|, Iinf = (c0=1, c2=0,
c1=1) and Isup= (c0=1, c2=1, c1=1). The item contains
3 cases and the fixed part is equal to c0.

3.3. Aim of the analysis of the gastric NHL influence
diagram

Although it is complicated and time-consuming to
develop a decision-theoretic model, such as the one
discussed in Section 2 and also entails computational
difficulties at the evaluation stage [1], such models have
been shown to be very useful. They can be applied to yield
prognostic information about a specific patient, given



Fig. 2. Initial (left) and final (right) KBM2L spectra. Every colored band represents an item.
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particular patient characteristics, and to help to make
therapeutic decisions. By examining all possible thera-
peutic decisions, taking into account their pros and cons,
including patient preferences, it is also possible to
determine which therapeutic decisions yield optimal
results. Furthermore, by backward reasoning (assuming
that the final results of the treatment are known), the
models can be used to generate probabilistic profiles for
Fig. 3. Non-optimized (above) and optimized (
groups of patients that fit these final results. Obviously, all
these are valuable capabilities for driving the clinical
decision-making process. However, understanding the
treatment advice generated by a DSS for the whole patient
population is not so straightforward. Clinicians would
benefit from having clear and concise explanations of the
results output by the system. Such explanations would
justify and improve the understanding of these results. In
below) KBM2L spectrum for each table.



Table 5
Combination of two decision tables

HT A B S

x0 a0 b0 y1 ⋆
x0 a0 b1 y1 ⋆ A B (HT,S)

A HT x0 a1 b0 y1 a0 b0 (x1, 1)
a0 x1 ⊕ x0 a1 b1 y2 = a0 b1 (x1, 1)
a1 x0 x1 a0 b0 y1 a1 b0 (x0, 1)

x1 a0 b1 y1 a1 b1 (x0, 2)
x1 a1 b0 y2 ⋆
x1 a1 b1 y2 ⋆

Table 6
Optimizing the global table

Optimal alternative
T=(HT, S, CTRTS)

#
Cases

# Items
in B0

# in
Bfinal

#T-items
in BT

(No, None, None) 45 28 30 24
(No, None, Radio) 72 48 37 5
(No, None, Chemo) 151 76 50 39
(No, Curative, None) 12 12 6 6
(No, Curative, Radio) 59 40 26 25
(No, Curative, Chemo) 39 39 31 10
(No, Curative, Ch.Next.Rd) 6 6 6 3
(Yes, None, None) 19 13 4 4
(Yes, None, Radio) 22 16 6 6
(Yes, None, Chemo) 21 11 12 4
(Yes, None, Ch.Next.Rad) 2 2 2 1
(Yes, Curative, None) 8 8 4 4
(Yes, Curative, Radio) 18 15 6 6
(Yes, Curative, Chemo) 6 6 4 4
Total 480 320 224 171
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addition, this would be an alternative way for validating a
system. In the remainder of the paper we investigate how
KBM2L lists can be used for this purpose.

4. Results

In this section, we discuss the results of analyzing the
gastric NHL influence diagram.

4.1. Decision tables

Evaluation of the influence diagram yielded three
decision tables, one for each decision variable, each
containing the optimal treatment for each combination
of attributes in the tables. The first table, concerning the
HT decision, depends on 4 attributes: CS, BD, HC and
HP. We used the attributes in this order, i.e. base [CS,
BD, HC, HP], to build a KBM2L list. It consisted of 17
items covering the whole set of 40 cases: 32 cases for
HT=No, divided into 9 items, and 8 cases for HT=Yes,
grouped into 8 items.

The second table, for the S decision, consisted of 7
attributes. The previous decision HT and two new
attributes, GHS and CP, were added to this attribute set.
The base [GHS, HT, CS, BD, HC, HP, CP] led to a
KBM2L list with 385 items, covering the whole set of
960 cases. The distribution of these items was: 193 were
associated with S=None (663 cases), and 192 with
S=Curative (297 cases).

The last table concerning the CTRTS decision had
8 attributes. The KBM2L list built for the base [GHS, S,
HT, CS, BD, HC, HP, CP] consisted of 678 items cov-
ering the whole set of 2880 cases. There were 164 items
with CTRTS=None (490 cases), 188 with CTRTS=Ra-
dio (862 cases), 280 with CTRTS=Chemo (1404 cases)
and 46 with CTRTS=Ch.Next.Rad (124 cases).

The three associated spectra are displayed at the top
of Fig. 3. Every colored band in every spectrum
represents an item. This illustrates the sensitivity of
the data to changes in the context of a decision, and we
can thus explore patterns.
Next, we applied our variable neighborhood algo-
rithm to each KBM2L list to improve the bases.
Improved lists for each decision node are shown at the
bottom of Fig. 3. For HT, S, and CTRTS, the CPU times
were 14.8, 144.7, and 2453.1 s, respectively, and 30,
124, and 223 base changes were required.

The three tables associated with the above lists were
combined successively to produce a single, global table
summarizing all the knowledge contained in the
influence diagram. By combining the HT table (the
first decision) with the S table (the second decision), the
HT table is incorporated into the S table, which already
includes HT as an attribute. The S table includes all the
possible cases, even some cases known to be non-
optimal from the ht decision table. These cases are
therefore marked. Subsequently, a new table is con-
structed and represented as (HT, S). This table includes
all the non-marked cases associated with the s table
attributes. This is illustrated in Table 5. Here A and B are
hypothetical binary attributes, ⊕ denotes the operator
that combines two tables, and the symbol ⋆ is used to
mark a non-optimal case.

The S table was embedded into the CTRTS table
similarly. The rows that did not match either the s table
or the non-optimal rows were marked. All the marked
rows were removed from the resulting table. The final,
resulting table included 6 attributes, as (HT, S, CTRTS)
formed the new combined optimal alternatives.

The resulting base was equal to B0= [GHS, CS, BD,
HC, HP, CP], with an associated KBM2L list consisting
of 320 items. Note that this global table potentially
contains more possible decisions than the simpler lists
related to the individual treatments, i.e. up to 2 ·3 · 4=
24. However, only 14 were actually obtained, as the



Fig. 4. Spectra for the global table: non-optimized spectrum (above), with B0=[GHS, CS, BD, HC, HP, CP] and 320 items; and optimized spectrum
(below), with Bfinal = [HC, CP, GHS, HP, CS, BD] and 224 items.

Table 7
The optimalKBM2L list obtainedwithBfinal=[HC,CP,GHS,HP, CS, BD]

#
Item

Description Size

0 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: None, GHS: Poor, HP: Absent,
CS: {I, II1}, BD:—, (HT: No, S: None, CTRTS: Radio)|

4

1 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: None, GHS: Poor, HP: Absent,
CS: {II2, IV}, BD:—, (HT:No, S: None, CTRTS:Chemo)|

6

⋮ ⋮
84 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good,

HP: Present, CS: III, BD: No, (HT: No, S: Curative,
CTRTS: Chemo)|

1

85 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good,
HP: Present, CS: IV, BD: Yes, (HT: Yes, S: None,
CTRTS: Chemo)|

1

86 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good, HP:
Present, CS: IV, BD: No, (HT: Yes, S: Curative,
CTRTS: Chemo)|

1

⋮ ⋮
185 〈HC: High-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Average,

HP: Present, CS: IV, BD: No, (HT: No, S: Curative,
CTRTS: Chemo)|

1

⋮ ⋮
191 〈HC: High-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good, HP:

Absent, CS: IV, BD: No, (HT: No, S: Curative, CTRTS:
Ch.Next.Rd)|

1

⋮ ⋮
222 〈HC: High-grade, CP: Obstruction, GHS: Good, HP:

Present, CS: III, BD: No, (HT: No, S: None, CTRTS:
Radio)|

1

223 〈HC: High-grade, CP: Obstruction, GHS: Good, HP:
Present, CS: IV, BD:—, (HT: No, S: None, CTRTS:
Chemo)|

2

The KBM2L item list summarizes the whole ordered table of optimal
decisions based on the last case in every sequence of cases with the same
treatment. The notation is: 〈attribute list: values, (decision vector)|. The
explanation of each item is shown in bold face. The decision vector
includes three components: HT, S and CTRTS, one for each decision.
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remaining rows did not match. Palliative surgery was
never selected, either separately or in combination with
other treatments. This indicates that there is a bias in
the diagram towards treating patients to cure: even
patients with a very poor prognosis, who might have
benefited from palliative surgery, were given a curative
treatment. The information of this KBM2L is shown in
the first three columns of Table 6.

Taking into account the cardinality of each attribute
domain, the number of possible combinations was 480.
Therefore, the knowledge represented by the 320 items
appeared to be considerably fragmented. There were
therefore reasons to consider optimizing the table. After
96 base changes run in 593.9 s, we obtained a shorter
list, which refined the knowledge about the decisive
attributes. The list consisted of 224 items, a significant
improvement (a 30% reduction). The optimal base was
equal to Bfinal = [HC, CP, GHS, HP, CS, BD]. The item
distribution is shown in the fourth column of Table 6.
The last column refers to BT, a base obtained when the
aim is just to explain a specific treatment T. This base
will be explained in Section 4.3.

Fig. 4 shows the two spectra associated with B0 and
Bfinal.

4.2. Clinical interpretation of rules

Table 7 presents a portion of the optimal KBM2L
list. Next we will consider some of the more notewor-
thy items. The fixed part of each item, i.e. its explana-
tion, is shown in bold face. This list contains a selection
of the 224 items, now interpreted as clinical rules,
indicating the optimal global policy in the consequent
as a function of the key attributes shown in the rule's
antecedent. The further to the left the attribute is, the
more important it becomes (as it gains a higher weight
with respect to the base according to Eq. (1)). We will
then discuss some of the generated rules, and offer a
clinical interpretation.

Consider rule 185 (HT=No, S=Curative, CTRTS=
Chemo) compared to rule 191 (HT=No, S=Curative,
CTRTS=Ch.Next.Rad). Both rules include only one case,
since their variable parts are empty. The GHS patient
variable values are ‘Average’ and ‘Good’, respectively,
whereas theHPvariable values are ‘Present’ and ‘Absent’,
respectively. It also appears that a patient who is in good
shape (GHS is equal to ‘Good’) is expected to be able to
cope with more intensive treatment, i.e. surgery and
chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy, than a patient in
poor condition, who will only receive surgery and che-
motherapy. Even if the H. pylori bacterium is present, no
antibiotics are prescribed in either case, as this would
make no sense after removal of the stomach in which the
bacterium resides.



Table 8
The optimal KBM2L list for treatment T≡ (HT=No, S=Curative,
CTRTS=Ch.Next.Rad) obtained with BT=[HC, CP, GHS, BD, CS, HP]

#
Item

Description Size

0 ¬T 142
1 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Average,

BD: Yes, CS: II1, HP: Absent, (T)|
1

2 ¬T 142
3 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Average,

BD: Yes, CS: II2, HP: Absent, (T)|
1

4 T 142
5 〈HC: High-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good, BD:

No, CS: {III, IV}, HP: Present, (T)|
4

6 ¬T 142

All the T explanations have CP: Perforation. The notation is the same
as in Table 7. All the ¬T explanations have been removed for the sake
of clarity and because this table focuses on T.
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The difference between rule 84 (HT=No, S=Curative,
CTRTS=Chemo) and rule 86 (HT=Yes, S=Curative,
CTRTS=Chemo) can be explained by noting that the
clinical stage (CS) of the disease is different for both
items. It has been decided that the treatment for the most
advanced stage of the disease (CS=IV) for the slowly
progressing low-grade version of gastric NHL should be
more complete than for the less advanced stage (CS=III),
where both disease stages are essentially incurable. The
selection of curative surgery is based on the presence of
perforation of the stomach, which leaves little choice but
to remove the stomach. Whether the prescription of
antibiotics against the H. pylori bacterium (HT=Yes)
improves the patient's life expectancy at clinical stage IV
(CS=IV) is likely to move oncologists to debate, as there
is no scientific evidence available at the moment to
support either the prescription or non-prescription of
antibiotics to these patients.

Alternatively, consider item 223, shown in Table 7. It
signifies that, according to the gastric NHL influence
diagram, chemotherapy is the appropriate treatment for
patients with high-grade tumors, with H. pylori and
gastric obstruction. The trade-off in this case is between
curative surgery, which has the advantage of removing
the cause of the obstruction and the drawback of having
many side-effects, or no surgery. Combining surgery
with chemotherapy is too intensive for many patients.
Antibiotics have a slightly positive effect at a very early
stage of the disease, but their contribution to the overall
effectiveness of the treatment is small. As chemotherapy
is effective in patients with high-grade gastric NHL, this
is the treatment of choice in this case.

4.3. Treatment selection

Cliniciansmay be interested not only in examining and
comparing rules as discussed above to understand the
reasons behind treatments, but also in finding out under
which circumstances a treatment is chosen as being the
best. This requires a study examining the conditions for
the selection of treatments for individual patients.
Consider, for example, treatment T≡ (HT=No, S=Cura-
tive, CTRTS=Ch.Next.Rad), which belongs to 6 items, as
shown in Table 6, including item 191 considered earlier.
Our aim now is to explain when and why T is chosen as
being the best. By focusing on this specific treatment T,
the list only has to distinguish the possible response T
from any other treatment ¬T different from T. This binary
response KBM2L list may achieve shorter (and better)
explanations because if two items corresponding with ¬T
(¬T-items) manage to join when the base changes, then
another two T-itemswill also be joined. The new base will
indicate a new attribute importance ranking associated
with the specific treatment.

For our chosen T, the resultant base is BT=[HC, CP,
GHS, BD, CS, HP]. Note that the importance of the last
three attributes BD, CS, HP has changed. The KBM2L,
shown in Table 8, has only 3 T-items (lengths 1, 1 and 4,
respectively). The remaining cases correspond to ¬T.
The resulting explanations are shown in bold face. All
of them include CP=Perforation. A possible clinical
interpretation of this result is as follows. As the patient
presents with a perforated stomach, it is necessary to
carry out curative surgery. This is combined with che-
motherapy and radiotherapy, which is effective against
low-grade lymphoma in the early stages, and also
against high-grade lymphoma at a later stage. Anti-
biotics are not chosen, as the patient does not invari-
ably have H. pylori.

Next, consider another treatment T≡ (HT=Yes, S=
Curative, CTRTS=Radio). It belongs to 6 items and the
base is Bfinal, as shown in Table 6. Here, after relabeling
the alternatives as T and ¬T, the resultant base does not
change (BT=Bfinal), and the number of T-items is still 6,
see Table 9. In all items concerning treatment T, the
selection of antibiotic treatment (HT=Yes) is based on
the presence of the H. pylori. At the early stages low-
grade gastric NHL is not particularly sensitive to chemo-
therapy, though radiotherapy is often effective in such
patients. All patients have either a perforated stomach,
gastric hemorrhage or gastric obstruction. Hence, cura-
tive surgery seems to be an appropriate choice.

5. Conclusions

It is difficult to reach consensus on treatment deci-
sions in a field such as oncology, even if decisions are



Table 9
The optimal KBM2L list for treatment T≡ (HT=Yes, S=Curative,
CTRTS=Radio) obtained with BT=[HC, CP, GHS, HP, CS, BD]

#
Item

Description Size

0 ¬T 142
1 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Hemorrhage, GHS: Average,

HP: Present, CS: {I, II1}, BD: —, (T)|
4

2 ¬T 142
3 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Poor, HP:

Present, CS: II2, BD: —, (T)|
2

4 ¬T 142
5 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Average,

HP: Present, CS: II1, BD: —, (T)|
2

6 ¬T 142
7 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Average,

HP: Present, CS: II2, BD: No, (T)|
1

8 ¬T 142
9 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Perforation, GHS: Good, HP:

Present, CS: {I, II1, II2}, BD: —, (T)|
6

10 ¬T 142
11 〈HC: Low-grade, CP: Obstruction, GHS: Average,

HP: Present, CS: {I, II1}, BD: —, (T)|
3

12 ¬T 142

All the T explanations have HC: Low-grade and HP: Present. The
notation is the same as in Table 8. All the ¬T explanations have been
removed for the sake of clarity and because this table focuses on T.
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based on available evidence from medical science lit-
erature. Designing an influence diagram may help, as it
forces one to specify the underlying reasons, including
the uncertainties involved in the decision-making, to
render the treatment decisions. Even if sound scientific
evidence is missing, doctors still have to make deci-
sions, and it is better to base the decisions on explicit
knowledge rather than implicit. Such explicit decision-
making knowledge may then be considered by clinical
users in the context of their daily practice. The con-
struction of an influence diagram yields such an explicit
representation of the clinical knowledge involved in
medical decision-making.

However, clinicians may find the resulting influence
diagram hard to understand, as medical doctors are
accustomed to a type of reasoning where decisions
concerning clinical situations are based on clinical rules.
Hence, an attractive alternative is to extract such rules
from an already designed influence diagram and make
medical doctors to visualize them. This may not only be
useful for explanatory purposes, but also for validating
an influence diagram. In this paper we have studied the
potential of the KBM2L lists technique as an aid for
explaining and understanding an expert-designed influ-
ence diagram concerning gastric NHL.

The regularity patterns regarding optimal treat-
ments, which can be discovered in decision tables
depend not only on the problem concerned, but also on
their internal organization. A good organization of such
tables reduces the memory required for storage, but,
more importantly in a medical setting, may also be
useful for finding out which key attributes underlie the
treatment recommendations. This is what we have in-
vestigated in the context of the gastric NHL influence
diagram.

During the refinement of an influence diagram,
medical experts involved in the construction process
may study whether the generated explanations for the
optimal treatment recommendations agree with their
own knowledge. Based on these insights, parts of a
diagram may then be improved.

An evaluation study of the utility of KBM2L lists
would involve comparing the process of the design of an
influence diagram, both aided and unaided, by exploit-
ing KBM2L lists. This clearly would be a major
undertaking, as it would necessarily be carried out by
independent groups of developers with same levels of
expertise in the domain to be modeled. Some recent
papers provide criteria to evaluate the utility of the
explanations like the length of the explanation and the
confidence level [16]. As a preliminary evaluation of
the technique, the generated optimal KBM2L lists for
the influence diagram regarding gastric non-Hodgkin
lymphoma were clinically interpreted by the third au-
thor, who has a background as a medical doctor. A more
thorough evaluation study, where we will investigate the
impact of KBM2L lists when used in the middle of the
development of an influence diagram, will be undertak-
en in the near future. This will allow us to identify the
nature and amount of changes made to the influence
diagram, based on feedback obtained from KBM2L lists
to the developers of the influence diagram.

Our research now targets implementing a method for
performing sensitivity analysis within our framework.
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